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ABSTRACT

Many applications require teams of robots to coop-
eratively execute complex tasks. Among these domains
are some that require robots to interact closely at partic-
ular times and locations to accomplish some task compo-
nents, but otherwise allow the team members to act in-
dependently. Successful execution in such domains of-
ten requires agent interactions that must adhere to con-
straints of precedence. Precedence requirements can oc-
cur when agents’ plans call for certain pre-conditions to
be met at particular times and places. In this work we fo-
cus on precedence-constrained emergency response. In this
domain a group of fire trucks agents attempt to navigate
through a city in order to extinguish a set of fires that have
occurred in the wake of a large-scale disaster. Another ef-
fect of the disaster is that debris have blocked roads in the
city, making roads impassable for the fire trucks. Debris
can be cleared by bulldozer robots, which are also operat-
ing in the environment. To maximize fire fighting perfor-
mance fire trucks and bulldozers must determine when and
where debris clearance interactions should occur and who
should be involved.

Our proposed method for coordination in domains
with precedence-constrained interactions is a market-based
approach to planning, allocating, and scheduling that uses a
novel tiered auction framework. The tiered auction frame-
work allows agents to solicit the assistance of other agents
in determining their suitability for a task; in this frame-
work agents hold sub-auctions to decide what interactions
may best address application constraints. For the emer-
gency response domain we propose a tiered auction method
that uses single-task fire truck assignment at the top tier
and multi-task bulldozer assignment at the second auction
tier so that fire trucks can find maximally efficient routes to
fires. We show that the tiered auction approach improves
over a standard single-tier market-based approach in a sim-
ulated emergency-response domain.

1. INTRODUCTION

Research efforts in robotics have increasingly turned
towards using teams of robots to collectively address tasks

rather than employing a single robot operating indepen-
dently. A team of robots acting together can often out-
perform single robot solutions in terms of quality and ro-
bustness; at the same time, equipping multiple robots to
collectively address application tasks requires addressing a
substantial research challenge of coordinating the efforts of
the robots. To mitigate the difficulties associated with co-
ordinating a team of robots research in multi-robot systems
has centered around approaches where agents each work by
themselves. These approaches are best suited to domains
with independent tasks, where the efforts of single robots
acting independently are sufficient. This work concerns it-
self, however, with domains in which agents must work
together more closely; we are particularly interested in do-
mains that require that some agents satisfy precedence con-
straints to enable other agents to address domain tasks. Co-
ordinating agents in domains with precedence constraints
involves addressing substantial new challenges associated
with the interdependence of agents’ schedules.

In this work we focus on a single motivating domain:
precedence-constrained emergency response. In this do-
main a team of robots capable of extinguishing fires is
operating in a city that has been ravaged by a disaster of
significant proportions. These fire truck robots are tasked
with moving to various locations around the city to extin-
guish fires that have been reported by an autonomous air
vehicle; new fires are frequently discovered. Time is of
the essence, and the robots must move to the locations of
the fires and extinguish them as quickly as possible. Un-
fortunately, the disaster has rendered many of the roads
in the city impassable; they are covered with debris and
wreckage, creating obstacles around which the bulky fire
extinguishing robots cannot navigate. Suppose that there is
another group of bulldozer robots in the team that are de-
signed to move freely in rough terrain, and can clear roads
of wreckage and debris. The bulldozer agents can assist
the fire truck agents by satisfying debris clearing precon-
ditions along routes to fires. We suppose that there is a
global objective function that is a sum over time-decreasing
rewards offered for extinguishing fires. Addressing the co-
ordination problem posed by such a domain so as to max-
imize global objective reward requires not only assigning
fire trucks to fires, but also selecting routes that the trucks
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will take through the city and assigning bulldozers to clear
debris along those routes.

In this work we propose a novel method, tiered auc-
tions, that enables us to efficiently search the space of inter-
dependent agent plans to determine allocations and sched-
ules that maximize an objective function associated with
the emergency response domain. Our method expands on
existing auction-based coordination methods for domains
with independent tasks by equipping agents with the abil-
ity to solicit assistance during allocation to account for task
constraints. We will show that our method outperforms a
method that allocates tasks without considering precedence
constraints in a simulated precedence constrained emer-
gency response domain.

We next address related work, and then describe our
approach in greater detail. Experimental results and our
conclusions follow.

2. RELATED WORK

Task allocation for tasks that are not inter-related by
constraints has been widely studied. TraderBots uses a
market-based approach with sequencing for a wide variety
of domains with different independent tasks and objective
functions [Dias et al., 2004] [Zlot et al., 2002]. Berhault et
al. use a combinatorial auction approach for time-extended
assignment of exploration tasks with a travel cost metric
[Berhault et al., 2003]. Zlot [Zlot, 2006] focuses on do-
mains with complex tasks that must be broken down into
independent tasks for execution. As we will show, task al-
location methods in precedence-constrained domains that
do not consider constraints between tasks do not perform
well in comparison to our proposed method.

Some previous work has explicitly consider do-
mains where tasks are inter-related by constraints
[MacKenzie, 2003],[Lemaire et al., 2004]. In neither work
do they propose a mechanism for searching a large space
of possible plans for tasks; in our domains of interest fire
trucks need to efficiently search a huge space of possible
route plans.

The final relevant area of work is associated with
multi-robot coordination for domains where tasks require
the joint efforts of multiple agent. Approaches to these
domains are generally called coalition formation algo-
rithms, as they seek to form coalitions of agents to address
tasks [Vig and Adams, 2006] [Tang and Parker, 2007]
[Jones et al., 2006] [Sariel et al., 2007]. Koes et al. use an
MILP-based formulation for a search and rescue domain
where tasks have associated rewards that decay linearly,
and the system can be constrained in a variety of ways
including task ordering, time-oriented task constraints,
capability constraints, and global resource constraints
[Koes et al., 2005]. While all of these methods contain

mechanisms for coordinating given the presence of
inter-task constraints, all are computationally intensive
and not well-suited for efficiently searching the large
space of possible fire truck routes and associated debris
requirements associated with our domains of interest. We
leave comparison of our methods with these methods in
terms of performance and computation as future work.

3. METHODS

In this section we detail our approach to multi-agent
coordination for domains with precedence constraints. One
reasonable approach we could take is to use a mini-
mally modified version of a method from our previous
work, where we used auctions for coordination in a fire-
fighting emergency response domain with deadlines but
no precedence constraints (hence no need for bulldoz-
ers); our sequential single-item auction approach is de-
scribed in [Jones et al., 2007]. In our approach when emer-
gency tasks are discovered they are passed to a central dis-
patcher/auctioneer (D/A), who keeps a list of tasks to be
allocated. This agent periodically announces a task auc-
tion and sequentially auctions tasks to all available emer-
gency response agents. Each task is assigned to the fire
truck agent that determines that it can generate the most
additional value in terms of an objective score for per-
forming a task given that it already may have a number of
task assignments. One possible way to adapt this approach
to our precedence-constrained emergency response domain
would be to have fire trucks bid for tasks based on calculat-
ing shortest path distances to new fire tasks; this approach
would not have fire trucks reason about debris along paths
or bulldozer schedules and allocations. Once fire tasks had
been assigned the fire trucks would then use some method
to recruit bulldozers to debris tasks as needed. We call this
the “allocate-then-coordinate” approach. While this ap-
proach is straight-forward and would require minimal mod-
ifications to our previous approach, we think it will achieve
low performance in scenarios with more than a few debris,
as debris density and bulldozer availability become increas-
ingly important factors in solution quality.

Our proposed method for allocation in precedence-
constrained domains is a tiered auction approach where
agents try to reason simultaneously about allocation and
route planning. In order to solicit the contributions of
other agents during the bidding process we must extend the
single-tiered auction approach: our system for emergency
response coordination uses two auction tiers. At the top tier
fire tasks are auctioned to fire trucks using single-item se-
quential auctions. In our approach trucks only bid on fires
if they are currently idle, having completed their last as-
signed fire. We use this approach – called instantaneous
allocation in accordance with the widely-used multi-agent
approach nomenclature proposed by Gerkey and Matarić
[Gerkey and Matarić, 2004] – in order to limit problem
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complexity; multiple fire assignment is left as future work.
In order to bid on fires trucks must search through the space
of possible routes to the fire; to assess a route fire truck can
hold sub-auctions to recruit bulldozer assistance to clear
debris along the route. These sub-auctions comprise the
second tier of auctions. Fire trucks may need to hold a
series of sub-auctions for different routes to determine the
route which will allow them to reach the fire being auc-
tioned as quickly as possible.

While assigning a single fire per fire truck can sub-
stantially reduce problem complexity, assigning only a sin-
gle debris pile per bulldozer could potentially result in poor
performance, especially for domains with dense debris, as
there may be more debris along desirable routes than there
are available bulldozers. Thus while we use instantaneous
assignment for fire truck allocation, our approach supports
assigning multiple tasks to bulldozers - we use a partially
time-extended approach in the Gerkey and Matarić par-
lance. In our approach bulldozers can be assigned an ar-
bitrary number of tasks, but will only bid on tasks in de-
bris sub-auctions based on adding tasks to the end of their
schedules. As we do not equip bulldozers to alter the or-
der of assigned tasks in their schedules or insert new tasks
at arbitrary points in their schedules, our approach is only
partially time-extended. Fully time-extended bulldozer al-
location is left as future work.

We first describe our approach at a high level, and then
illustrate approach details using an example scenario. We
conclude our methods session with a discussion of bound-
ing approaches we use to limit the search space of possible
coordinated schedules.

3.1 Approach Overview

The goal of the auction process is to assign each idle
fire truck a single fire. During the assignment process fire
trucks determine which route to take to the fire and assign
each debris pile along the route to a bulldozer. The auction
process proceeds as follows:

1. The dispatcher/auctioneer (D/A) generates a list of un-
allocated fires that can potentially be assigned to idle
agents.

(a) The D/A announces an auction for the task at the
top of the list. An auction call for that fire F is
sent to each fire truck agent.

(b) All idle fire trucks enter into an sub-auction
loop:

i. An A* algorithm returns a path P from a
truck’s current position to the fire being auc-
tioned.

ii. Each truck considers each debris pile along
P in the order that they will be encountered
when following P.

iii. Some debris may already be allocated to
bulldozers as part of some existing commit-
ment. The truck confers with the D/A to
get information on the scheduled comple-
tion time of these debris piles.

iv. If some debris have not been previously al-
located, the fire truck generates a new auc-
tion context C associated with P - this con-
text is associated not only with the fire F but
with P, a particular route for the fire truck to
reach F .

v. For each unallocated debris D the fire truck
runs a sub-auction:
A. A call for bids for D is sent to each

bulldozer. The call contains the auction
context, the debris ID, and the debris lo-
cation.

B. If a bulldozer does not have a previous
schedule associated with C it creates a
new schedule associated with C - this
schedule is just a copy of its current
schedule.

C. Each bulldozer adds D to the end of its
schedule associated with C, creating a
candidate schedule.

D. The bulldozers then bid their comple-
tion time for D based on their candidate
schedules.

E. The fire truck awards the auction to the
bid corresponding to the earliest task
completion time.

F. The winning bulldozer adopts the can-
didate schedule as its new context
schedule for C.

G. The losing bulldozers discard their can-
didate schedules, and will bid on fu-
ture tasks using their previous C context
schedules.

H. Each unallocated debris along P is allo-
cated in this manner.

vi. When all unallocated debris have been allo-
cated, trucks can compute their completion
time for F . If the reward for F is better than
the best previously considered route it be-
comes the leading candidate schedule. Oth-
erwise the schedule and all associated bull-
dozer schedules can be discarded.

(c) The sub-auction loop concludes when no paths
to F could offer a faster completion time.

(d) The fire trucks then place bids for F based on
scheduled task reward.
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2. A task is awarded to the single fire truck that can
achieve the highest reward given all bids for all tasks.

3. The winning fire truck adopts the schedule it has
stored for the task it has won and informs bulldozers
to adopt their context schedules associated with the
winning bid.

4. If any fire trucks remain untasked, the auction loop
continues.

After the auction process concludes all agents can then
execute their schedules. The auction process repeats when
any fire truck becomes idle.

3.2 Example scenario

Truck DDozer A

Dozer E

Dozer C

Dozer B

Truck B

Truck C

Truck A

X (120)

Y (160)

Z (100)

Dozer D

Figure 1: Example scenario in the emergency response do-
main with four fire trucks, four bulldozers, and three fires.
Current fire rewards are given in parentheses. Black lines
represent roads, and debris are represented by oval boxes.
Fire Y is the first fire selected for auction.

We will now walk through an example of our auction
procedure in order to explicate the function of our system.
In Figure 1 we show a scenario with 4 fire trucks and 4
bulldozers. We suppose that the D/A has generated a list of
available fires and that fire Y is at the top of the list and will
be offered for auction first. We assume that all trucks are
idle and will bid on the fire.

We will focus on the planning procedure for truck A.
We suppose that the truck’s A* algorithm returns the short-
est distance path for consideration first. This path is shown
in blue in Figure 2. Truck A determines that there are unal-
located debris along this path and generates a new context
10001 associated with this particular route for reaching Y .
It then uses a sub-auction to solicit bulldozer assistance for
the first debris task in the route. We assume that all bulldoz-
ers are idle; in this case they generate empty schedules for

Truck D

Dozer D

Dozer B

Dozer A

Truck B

Truck C

Truck A

X (120)

Y (160)

Z (100)

Dozer C

Context 10001

Figure 2: Fire truck A holds a sub-auction for its short-
est path route (the blue dotted line) to fire Y , which passes
through two unallocated debris. Truck A creates context
10001 for the route to Y , and holds a sub-auction for the
first debris pile along the route. Bulldozers bid based on
shortest path routes to the debris.

the new context and add the task to their empty schedules,
bidding their completion times for the task. Bulldozer D
wins the sub-auction, and replaces its empty context sched-
ule for 10001 with the new context schedule with the debris
task - all other bulldozers discard their candidate sched-
ules and maintain their empty context schedules. The fire
truck then sub-auctions the next task along its path using
the same 10001 context designation. Now each bulldozer
bids based on adding the task to the end of their context
schedules; bulldozer D bids for the new debris task based
not on having an empty schedule but instead based on hav-
ing already won a task for this context. The resulting bull-
dozer schedules are shown in Figure 3. The sub-auction is
awarded to bulldozer A. Note that bulldozer D was actually
the closet bulldozer to both debris piles, but that assigning
both debris tasks to D would cause more delay to truck A
than the allocation that resulted using contexts. With all de-
bris for this particular route allocated truck A can actually
compute its completion time and associated reward for fire
Y given that this route would be taken. The computation
of the completion time is shown in Figure 4. Now truck
A must consider other routes to the fire; for each route un-
der consideration it generates a new context and holds a
sub-auction for all unallocated debris. Figure 5 shows the
results of following another route to Y - taking this route
results in a slightly higher reward for Y based on a 2 cycle
improvement in completion time. Note that while this route
is longer in distance it has fewer debris and in this instance
results in a faster completion time for the fire.

Each agent places a bid for fire Y and reports the re-
sults to the D/A, who then places a call for bids for fire
X , the next fire in the D/A’s list. When all bids have been
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Truck D

Dozer D

Dozer B

Dozer A

Truck B

Truck C

Truck A

X (120)

Y (160)

Z (100)

Dozer C

Context 10001

Figure 3: Bulldozer schedules used for bidding for the sec-
ond debris in truck A’s route to fire Y . Note that Bulldozer
D’s schedule for the second debris reflects that it has al-
ready won a previous debris sub-auction.

received for all fires, the D/A awards the single best bid
among all bids received for all fires. The fire truck with
the winning bid then adopts the associated context and in-
forms the bulldozers involved in the plan that they should
adopt their context schedules as well. Bulldozers that have
previously been assigned debris will then only bid for new
debris tasks based on schedules that reflect their commit-
ments to clear the previously allocated debris. The process
then repeats until all fires have been allocated or all fire
trucks have been assigned a task. The resulting allocation
for this scenario is shown in Figure 6.

3.3 Bounding for faster computation

We have implemented a number of refinements in the
above algorithm with the goal of making the auctioning
process faster and more efficient without sacrificing solu-
tion quality. Our bounding methods stem from the observa-
tion that during an auction round only a single task will be
awarded. If at any time, then, an agent determines that a fire
or route to a fire could not possibly generate higher reward
than one that it has previously considered during the same
auction round it can stop evaluating that fire or route. We
incorporate this observation into bounding into all stages of
the route evaluation process, including path planning and
the sub-auction process. Thus in practice agents generally
search only a small fraction of the full space of all possible
paths to all auctioned fires. By employing frequent bound-
ing and heuristics we can search the space more quickly
without sacrificing solution quality.

4. RESULTS

Before we explore results comparing our tiered
auction allocation approach with an “allocate-then-

Truck D

Dozer D

Dozer B

Dozer A

Truck B

Truck C

Truck A

X (120)

Y (160)

Z (100)

Dozer C

Context 10001

15
8

15

5
4

Figure 4: With all debris allocated the fire truck can com-
pute its arrival time and resulting award for the fire Y . Pur-
ple boxes shown path lengths from truck A’s current loca-
tion to the first debris pile, from the first debris pile to the
second debris pile, and from the second debris pile to the
fire Y . The bulldozer D takes 8 cycles to reach the debris,
which takes 6 cycles to clear, and so will be cleared at time
14. Thus once the fire truck reaches the first debris pile
at time 15 it has already been cleared, and it can proceed
directly to the second debris pile, which it reaches at time
20. Bulldozer A takes 15 cycles to reach the second de-
bris pile, and 8 cycles to clear it. Thus the fire truck must
wait until time 23 before proceeding past the second de-
bris pile. It will leave the second debris pile at time 23 and
reach the fire at time 27. The fire takes 5 cycles to extin-
guish, meaning that taking this route will result in truck A
extinguishing the fire after 32 cycles. The fire decays at 1.5
units/cycle from an original reward of 160, thus yielding a
scheduled reward of 112 (160! (32"1.5)).

coordinate”(ATC) approach we must describe our simu-
lated experimental setup. Our fire truck agents operate in
a grid network of streets - truck planning is doing using a
graph-based map representation. Bulldozers plan using a
grid-based map representation. In our simulated domain
we suppose that fire discovery is the product of a single
Poisson process, the standard distribution used in queuing
theory to represent stochastic arrival times of independent
tasks. The parameter ! for the Poisson process represents
the expected rate of task issuance. Our program is cur-
rently set up to directly compare two different approaches;
to make the comparison as accurate as possible we have
agents operating under the two different approaches op-
erate on exactly the same domain instance: agents be-
gin in the same locations, randomly-generated debris are
placed in identical locations, and the same set of fires are
discovered at the same time between the two approaches.
The only differences between the testing environments are
caused by the differences in coordination methods.
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Truck D

Dozer D

Dozer B

Dozer A

Truck B

Truck C

Truck A

X (120)

Y (160)

Z (100)

Dozer C

Context 10002

19

8
6

Figure 5: A different context yields a better route to fire
Y . Path lengths for the fire truck shown in purple boxes.
Dozer A clears the debris at time 15, allowing the truck to
reach Y at 25 cycles and extinguish it at 30 cycles, yielding
a reward of 115.

There are a number of parameters that go into forming
a particular instance of the domain. In our experiments we
keep most of the parameters constant: we run our experi-
ments with three fire trucks and three bulldozers operating
in a 4-by-6 city network. The composition of the build-
ings in the city blocks, which the bulldozers must avoid
when moving to debris locations, are generated randomly
for each domain instance. In each domain instance there
were 10 known fires at time 0, and the ! value associated
with the Poisson process was set to 1, meaning an expected
issuance rate of 1 fire per time cycle. Once at a fire site a
fire truck will be able to extinguish the fire in a single time
unit independent of fire size. We assume that fires have
an initial value that is drawn from a Gaussian distribution
with a mean of 3000 and a standard deviation of 100, and
that the reward for a fire linearly degrades at a rate of 25
units/cycle for all fires.

We now present the results of a comparison of our
tiered auction approach, which considers precedence inter-
actions during allocation and an ATC approach which first
allocates without considering precedence interactions and
then determines coordination after allocation. We imple-
mented the ATC approach using some of the components
of our tiered auction system. We use a single auction tier
for fire allocation; fire trucks bid on fires based on short-
est path schedules to fires without holding sub-auctions or
considering debris along the routes in any way. Once a
truck has been awarded a fire it then searches among possi-
ble paths to reach the fire using the same procedure used in
our tiered auction, holding auctions among the bulldozers
as necessary. This approach essentially uses two separate
single-tier auctions instead of our multi-tiered auction sys-
tem.

Truck D

Dozer D

Dozer B

Dozer A

Truck B

Truck C

Truck A

X (94)

Y (142)

Z (80)

Dozer C

Figure 6: All fires have been assigned. Truck paths are
shown with blue dotted lines and green solid lines show
bulldozer paths to their assigned debris. Fire rewards at
their scheduled completion times are shown in parentheses.

We expect the performance difference between the
ATC approach and our tiered auction approach to be most
pronounced in domain instances where precedence inter-
actions are required frequently. As negotiating precedence
interactions becomes frequently required to complete tasks
reasoning about those interactions during allocation should
improve performance. Thus in our experiments we will
vary the frequency of required precedence interactions by
altering the number of randomly generated debris in the do-
main. As we increase the number of debris we expect both
approaches to suffer in terms of overall reward obtained,
but we hope to show that the ATC approach performance
degrades at a higher rate than the tiered auction approach.

In the following experiments we tested 7 debris fre-
quency levels: 0, 50, 100, 150, 200, 250, and 300 ran-
domly generated debris. For each debris frequency level
we ran both approaches in 25 randomly generated shared
instances. In each case we tabulated results after 300 cy-
cles before generating a new domain instance.

Rewards achieved for the two approaches for the 7 de-
bris frequency levels are shown in Figure 7. With 0 debris
the two approaches perform identically - in this case, each
approach is just bidding using the shortest path distance.
Each approach gains less and less of the available reward -
which varies around a constant average in each of the tri-
als - as the debris frequency increases. The most impor-
tant trend to note is that the performance of agents using
the tiered auction approach degrades more slowly than the
ATC approach, and is significantly higher at all non-zero
debris levels. For non-zero debris frequencies, the tiered
auction approach outperforms the ATC approach by an av-
erage of 76%, with a 140% improvement at the 300 debris
level.
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Figure 7: Average performance averaged over 25 trials of
300 time cycles in terms of overall reward for the ATC and
tiered auction approaches for each of 7 different levels of
debris frequency in a simulated emergency response do-
main. Standard deviations are shown as error bars.

We can gain more insight into the sources of the perfor-
mance difference by looking at Figure 8, which shows the
average number of completed tasks for each of the two ap-
proaches at the different debris levels. We can see that these
curves closely resemble those for overall reward. Agents
using the tiered auction approach tend to complete tasks
more quickly on average as they are not overly optimistic
about the time it will take to accomplish tasks during allo-
cation. Considering coordination during allocation allows
agents to precisely predict the time it will take to accom-
plish tasks which lets the system make more informed al-
location decisions.

While we have shown that using tiered auctions im-
proves performance over an ATC approach, tiered auc-
tions are relatively computationally expensive. We approx-
imated the computational cost of the approaches by record-
ing wall-clock time for each of algorithms during an auc-
tion cycle. An auction cycle consists of all the computation
necessary to assign a single task to a single agent - the route
planning and sub-auction times for each fire truck and all
the bulldozers for each fire being auctioned, and the cost for
the winning truck of adopting the fire, which for the ATC
approach requires doing full route planning to the allocated
fire. This is only a rough approximation of computational
cost, as there are many factors that can affect wall clock
time. Figure 9 shows the average time per auction for the
two different approaches. The time per auction for the ATC
approach generally slowly increases with the number of de-
bris but remains very low for all levels, taking less than
one-tenth of a second on average. The tiered auction ap-
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Figure 8: Average number of successfully completed tasks
from the trials shown at left.

proach is over 7 times as computationally expensive at the
higher debris levels, even without factoring in the commu-
nication time that would be required to run sub-auctions on
real robots. The substantial increase in performance associ-
ated with using tiered auctions comes at the price of added
computational costs. We could potentially lower the cost
of using tiered auctions by using more restrictive bounding
at a cost of reduced performance.

CONCLUSIONS

In this technical report we have detailed meth-
ods multi-agent coordination for a precedence-constrained
emergency response domain. Our approach uses a novel
method, tiered auctions, that equips agents to efficiently
search the space of routes and precedence interactions in
order to determine plans that will yield high performance.
We validated our instantaneous approach by comparison
with an “allocate-then-coordinate” approach that used con-
ventional single-tiered auctions and did not allow agents
to reason about precedence interactions during allocation;
this approach is computationally cheap but results in poor
performance, especially for domains with many required
precedence interactions.
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Figure 9: Average time per auction for the ATC and tiered
auction approaches for each of 7 different levels of debris
frequency in a simulated emergency response domain. Tri-
als were all run in a single thread on a quad-core Xeon 3.8
GHz CPU with 8 GBs of memory.
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